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FRACTURE MECHANICS

Herbert F. Hardrath
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

I. Introduction The correlation shown in Fig. 1 with SVE equal to
a constant remains as the fundamental basis for

Fracture mechanics is a rapidly developing modern fracture analyses.
engineering discipline dedicated to the analysis,
prediction, and prevention of structural failures The sudden failure of many welded ships during
due to flaws or cracks. Usually the cause or source and after World War II led to a nationwide coopera-
of the flaw is not specifically addressed, but its tive effort to correct whatever deficiencies were
growth in the expected service environment and its responsible. Failures were consistently traced to
effect on residual strength are dealt with quan- small flaws, at corners of major cutouts; they
titatively. Most of the organized effort on occurred on very cold days; and they appeared to be
fracture mechanics is coordinated through Com- "brittle" in nature. Dr. George Irwin was a member
mittee E-24 on Fracture in the American Society of the team that investigated these failures and his
for Testing and Materials. However, many other adaptation of the original Griffith relation led to
groups have sponsored symposia on the subject and the now familiar Griffith-Irwin analysis methodology.
several journals are devoted to disseminating cur- However, the solution to the ship failure problem
rent results. was chiefly one of choosing materials that exhibited

adequate impact strength at the lowest service tem-
This paper provides only a brief historical peratures experienced by naval ships. Elimination

sketch of this discipline and a cursory summary of of sharp corners, control of residual stress, and
the current analytical procedures. These matters improved welding procedures also helped to eliminate
are treated in mere detail in many other manufacturing flaws and stress conditions conducive
publications, to creating cracks in service. Curiously, these

solutions had little relation to the fracture
An attempt is made to assess the current mechanics discipline as it is known today.

status of the discip!ine, to suggest some engineer-
ing applications, and to recommend directions for Aircraft designers were brought into the circle
future study. The suggested applications are illus- of those concerned as an aftermath of the Comet
trated by sample calculations based on materials accidents in 1954. In this case, the failures
data consistent with those compiled in the Damage occurred in aluminum alloy and resulted from small
Tolerant Design Handbook. 1  fatigue cracks initiated at the corners of window

cutouts. For civil aircraft, the solution was to
II. Brief Historical Review deliberately introduce redundancy and thi:s to

render the structure "fail-safe." The Federal
Fractures emanating from minute flaws have Aviation Administration adopted4 a fail-safe stand-

caused many spectacular disasters during the past ard (FAR 25.571c) which requires "that catastrophic
century. 2 Consequently, much research has been failure or excessive structural deformation, that
conducted-to quantify the circumstances that lead could adversely affect the flight characteristics
to failures and to design against such failures in of the airplane, are not probable after fatigue
the future. failure or obvious partial failure of a single

principle structural element." This standard has
Griffith3 is generally credited with conduct- become the primary method of certifying airworthi-

ing the earliest quantitative research on the ness of civil aircraft for many years. Again,
phenomenon in the early 1920's. His experiments designing to satisfy this standard has rarely
(Fig. 1) were carried out on glass. With simple required a formal application of fracture mechanics
glass rods heated to a semiplastic state while methods. In first approximation, service loadings
under load, he determined the surface tension of are assumed to be shared by the remaining members
glass. In other experiments he determined the of a redundant set after one member of the set
pressure-induced stress at which bimple glass fails. In practice, the flaw size that must be
tubes and spheres containing cracks would rupture. tolerated without jeopardizing safety is usually
He then established the criterion that failure 500 mm (20 in.) or so in length.
occurred when the elastic strain energy released
by the growth of the crack equals the energy Much of the impetus for developing fracture
required to create new surface at the crack tip. mechanics technology came from troublesome problems
His analysis resulted in the equation with welded pressure tanks for missiles and space

S -C - vehicles. Here, redundancy cannot be usefully
s = 2ETý employed and welding has a tendency to introduce
7! significant flaws during manufacture. Extreme

premiums on weight force the use of very high
for plane stress in which strength materials and high stresses - a combina-

tion that places crucial dependence upon fracture
S is the stress perpendicular to the plane properties. Further, cryogenic temperatures and

of the crack highly aggressive environments tend to aggravate
c is the half-length of the crack the problem. A proof-test procedure based upon
E is Young's modulus fracture mechanics principles 5 has been developed
T is surface tension and is used widely for pressure vessels. Generally,
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the structures involved are relatively simple and critical size during a design lifetime of the
only a few stress cycles are encountered during structure in parts not susceptible to routine
the service lifetime. Tolerable flaw sizes are inspections. Fur inspectable structure, the
usually not over a few millimeters (<0.1 in.) in specified size is adjustable to account for the
depth. sensitivity and frequency of scheduled inspections.

These new requirements, if adopted, will probably
Military requirements have not dealt with stimulate rapid growth in the development of frac-

fail-safety or damage tolerance until very recently. ture mechanics techniques and their application,
However, the failure of an F-1ll aircraftP as a because they must be applied systematically to very
result of a flaw that escaped detection during complex structures and account for extremely com-
manufacture led to a reevalua ion of policy. Con- plex load histories encountered during many years
sequently, the U.S. Air Force" has required the of service. The residual static strength of the
manufacturer of the B-1 bomber to design all struc- structure must be maintained above a level sta-
tural parts to new, rather stringent damage toler- tistically dependent upon the load sprectrum and
ance criteria and is considering the adoption of inspection interval.
similar requirements for all future systems. These
criteria require that all structures be assumed to The foregoing historical review of the develop-
have flaws of specified size located at all critical ment of fracture mechanics may be summarized in the
stations and that such flaws shall not grow to following table.

Flaw size

Decade Problem (approximate) Cause Solutions

1920 Flaws in glass 1 an Inherent Physical properties

1940 Welded steel ships Several meters Welds Metallurgical properties
(including hatch) Eliminate source of
size) cracks

1950 Civil aircraft 1/2 meter Fatigue Redundancy

1960 Spacecraft 1-3 mm Welds and Proof-test
stress corrosion

1970 Military aircraft 5-10 mm Manufacturing, Life prediction
(including fatigue, Inspection
fastener) corrosion

In only the last two instances are formal fracture estimated that the plastic deformations preceding
mechanics employed to assist the designer in a fracture may require amounts of energy that are
solution to the problem confronting him. 1000 times greater than those required to produce

new surfaces. In practice, fracture toughness
III. Status of Modern Fracture Mechanics values reported for particular materials are essen-

tially the empirical values of stress intensity for
The vast majority of fracture mechanics anal- a given load and configuration that causes fracture

yses are based upon linear elastic considerations. in prescribed experiments.
The stress distribution is recognized to contain a
singularity at the crack tip and usually is of the The stress intensity is critically dependent
form shown in Fig. 2. The strength of the singu- upon the configuration of the specimen or part
larity in stress is measured by the numerator of under consideration, the size of the part relative
first term of the equation. This numerator is to crack dimensions and the type of loading.
usually designated K, has the units MN-m- 31 2 (or Recent compilations9,lo of stress intensity factors
Ksi-in /2 ), and is called the stress intensity, for various practical and mathematically tractable
For most phenomena that can be correlated by linear configurations contain several hundred solutions.
elastic analyses, the nominal stress term (second Finite element analyses are also being employed for
term in the equation) is small compared to the term complex two-dimensional configurations and some
measuring the singularity. Thus, it is neglected current studies are developing analyses for three-
along with succeeding terms of higher order. The dimensional cases. These solutions are needed to
assumption is made that behavior will be the same predict fracture behavior in practical configura-
in a given material, every time the stress inten- tions from the materials data developed in stand-
sity reaches the same value. For example, ardized test specimens.
fracture will occur whenever K reaches the same
critical value Kc, or a certain increment of crack Standard specimens (Fig. 3 , test technique,
growth will occur every time an excursion AK is and analysis have been adoptedi to assure that
experienced, tests conducted in various laboratories are likely

to have produced a "brittle failure." These tests
Fracture are then considered "valid" for establishing plane

strain fracture toughness, KIc. This value is
Attempts to correlate fracture through energy intuit.vely expected to be a constant for a given

balances in the physical sense employed by Griffith material. The proportions of the specimen are
in his early experiments have been futile. Orowan 8  restricted to force plane strain behavior at the
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crack tip and thus to limit local plastic deforma- The parameter m is a nondimensional constant
tion. For many test results, particularly those that measures the influence of net section stresses
from tests of ductile materials, fracture toughness on fracture behavior. The parameter KF has the
values calculated by elastic analyses vary signifi- same form as fracture toughness, and represents the
cantly from this constant value. For example, the limiting value of Kie for very wide specimens
data in Fig. 4 were obtained from 2219-T851 aluminum (fractures at low stresses). The parameter KF is
alloy compact specimens 1 2 and demonstrate consistent a function of specimen thickness. Although, at its
trends toward higher critical elastic stress present stage of development, the values KF and m
intensity values KIe for wider specimens and for can only be determined empirically to fit data for a
thinner specimens. particular material, good correlations have been

achieved for large sets of data that had exhibited
The three-dimensional diagram in Fig. 5 dis- rather large variations in Kie. This equation was

plays the same data shown previously, but is used to plot the surface shown in Fig. 5. Apparently
extended to show the expected data for specimens the Newman relation introduces an appropriate and
outside the "valid" range. The horizontal plane useful new concept of net section stress sensitivity
has thickness and applied nominal stress coordinates that will broaden the applicability of fracture
and the vertical coordinate is the fracture tough- mechanics concepts. Unfortunately, the consistent
ness calculated by elastic stress intensity analyses strong efforts to force plane strain conditions in
using the maximum stress and initial crack length. fracture tests has severely limited th. range of
The stress at fracture tends to be greater for data available for a given material. Inasmuch as
narrow specimens, thus, the nominal stress coordi- many practical fracture problems lie outside the
nate can also be related to the reciprocal of rather limited "valid" range of data, test data and
speimen width. The crack length is, of course, analytical capability should be expanded beyond this
included in the calculation of stress intensity limited range.
plotted on the vertical axis. The surface in the
figure is the locus of fracture toughness for all Fatigue Crack Propagation. Paris 1 8 was among
combinations of specimen dimensions. The ASTM the first to suggest stress intensity range as a
standard test procedure is expected to produce a suitable parameter for correlating rates of fatigue
single value of plane strain fracture toughness. crack propagation. Today, this is the most commonly
Such behavior would produce a plateau near the left used parameter for that purpose. A typical curve
extremity of the surface shown. However, for many is shown in Fig. 6. The rate of growth per cycle
materials of practical interest the specimens is usually plotted as a logarithmic scale because
required to produce "valid" results are so large it usually varies over several orders of magnitude
that tests are virtually impossible and these con- for a complete description of a given material.
ditions were not achieved for the data sample shown.
Most practical applications involve thicknesses that Data such as those shown can be affected sig-
are much smaller than that producing plane strain nificantly by frequency of loading, the chemical
fracture. Thus, extensions of the linear-elastic environment, and temperature. The data are charac-
analyses and relaxation of these test restrictions terized by a threshold, below which crack growth is

are required to treat practical situations. presumed not to occur or progresses at a negligibly
slow rate. At intermediate values of AK the data

Many investigators have recognized this defi- lie along a straight line, frequently approximated
ciency. Accordingly, several other analyses have by a power law.
been developed to "correct" for the plasticity that
is generally accepted as being responsible for non- At high AK levels where the stress intensity
brittle behavior. The intent is usually to modify approaches the critical value, rapid crack growth
the analysis so that the fracture toughness calcu- occurs. A different curve is also obtained for
lated from test results has a common value for a various mean stresses or stress ratios. Several
given material. Among these procedures are the analytical expressions have been proposed to cor-

Irwin plasticity correction,lj the Dugdale plastic relate these data, 1 9- 2 3 each having its own limita-

zone, 1 4 the R-curve method, 1 5 and the J-integral. 1 6  tions. Again the fit is empirical.
Each of these procedures has had only limited suc- 24
cess in treating somewhat broader ranges of speci- Elber's "crack closure" concept is based
men dimensions, but fail to describe behavior over upon physical observations of behavior at the crack
commonly used and practical ranges. tip. Through measurements of motion of the

material surrounding the crack tip, he showed that

Newman 1 7 has proposed a two-parameter fracture the crack surfaces came into contact while the

criterion which, for tensile fracture test speci- specimen supported significant tensile load
mens, employs the equation (Fig. 7). The crack closure is apparently due to

significant plastic deformations remaining in the

Ke - mu material (shown shaded in the figure) that hasbeen severed by crack growth. Thus, the effective C3

where range of AK is reduced to the portion corre-
sponding to that part of a loading cycle during El

KIe is the critical elastic stress intensity which the crack surfaces are not in contact.
Further development is required to quantify the

Y1, and m are new material parameters crack closure method for prediction purposes.
However, it has been used to correlate results of

SN is the nominal stress on the net section tests at various ratios of minimum to maximum

at failure stes

Fatiaue Crack Propagation Under Variableau is the ultimate tensile strength of the Faiu rc rpgainUdrVral

u atherult Amplitude Loading. Practically all loading

histories encountered in service are complex
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sequences of cycles with varying amplitude and mean zones, if present, where nontypical metallurgical
values. Fatigue crack propagation tests conducted influences may be present.
under such load histories demonstrate significant
delays in crack growth following high load cycles. The detailed physical-chemical reactions

responsible for the behavior are under intensive
This topic has recentl, received much attention study and are expected eventually to lead to the

and several empirical methods to account for the development of materials with enhanced resistance
behavior have been proposed. Wheeler 2 5 and to stress corrosion cracking. In an engineering
Willenborg, Engle and Wood 2 6 consider the size of sense the mechanism is onle of progressive crack
the plastic zone developed at the crack tip for each growth until the critical size is reached and
stress cycle. This size is used to adjust the rate fracture occurs.
of crack propagation during successive stress
cycles according to the relative sizes of plastic In principle, stress corrosion tests can yield
zones produced by each cycle. Elber's crack closure information regarding the time rate of crack propa-
concept, 2 4 described earlier, would eliminate all gation for particular combinations of parameters.
stress excursions below the crack closure level
(Fig. 8). In each of the three models, the crack IV. Design Applications of
growth rate is calculated for each individual cycle
in the time history. Fracture Mechanics

As of this writing, the current methods are The design of a modern airframe structure
empirically adjusted to fit test data. The con- involves many compromises among strongly conflicting
stants developed have not been demonstrated to be requirements. Certainly, one of the strongest driv-
transferrable from one material, configuration, ing forces is the very high premium placed on weight
and loading sequence to another, in order to achieve the desired performance.

Usually, the minimum weight is achieved through
Application of these principles to life predic- the use of high strength materials, high design

tion in service requires extremely tedious calcula- stresses, extensively sculptured parts, and as few
tions on a cycle-by-cycle basis. The complete time joints as possible. Unfortunately, these practices
history of stress expected in service is also lead to a structure hat is highly sensitive to the
needed. Such information cannot be anticipated fracture mechanisms discussed in this paper. If
before the aircraft is flown and woule not be con- one acknowledges that flaws and cracks of signifi-
sistent for any two aircraft in a given fleet! cant size are inevitable in structures, some safe-
Because the interactions always work in the direc- guard must be incorporated in design to assure
tion of extending life (in spite of some short adequate safety in spite of such damage. Manufac-
periods of accelerated growth), one practical turing quality control and the frequency and
simplification would be to ignore the effect. How- sensitivity of in-service inspections must be among
ever, the interactiols frequently cause life the factors considered. The analytical model for
extensions of several times the "no-interaction" making the optimum choice among all these factors
life, an advantage that seems worthy of considera- has yet to be developed. However, some guidance
tion in many life-critical applications, can be gained from simplified considerations based

on the fracture mechanics principles outlined
To deal with this state of affairs in a prac- herein.

tical manner, research should be conducted in which
the interactions are calculated for some statis- Material Selection
tical measure of the service load history. Very
little such work has been conducted to date. Because most research on fracture has been

conducted to characterize materials behavior, the
Stress Corrosion Cracking. For many decades selection of materials for a particular design

stress corrosion cracking has been observed to situation is one of the most direct applications
occur in some materials, notably brass, that con- of fracture mechanics principles. Three bases for
tained significant tensile residual stresses left selection are discussed in the following sections.
during manufacture. The phenomenon has become a
matter of primary concern in structural materials, Fracture. The simplest and most direct selec-
especially when the tensile stress is applied tion scheme is on the basis of fracture strength.
parallel the short transverse grain direction. Figure 10 is one type of plot that might be used
Welded pressure vessels subject to high stresses to compare several materials. The critical load
and long exposure to aggressive environments are intensity per unit width for four candidate mate-
particularly vulnerable. However, many aircraft rials is shown plotted against crack length. The
parts have failed due to built-in stresses and structural configuration is assumed to be a simple
moderate environments. Consequently, considerable wide plate with a central crack and subjected to
effort has been devoted to quantifying this axial tension loads. For this example, the plates
behavior. Typical results 2 7 for tests of a given were designed to have weights equal to that of a
material under a variety of stress levels are titanium plate 25 mm thick (I inch). The curves
shown in Fig. 9. The time to cause failure is were calculated by the Newman equation discussed
plotted against the value Kui, the stress earlier, but adjusted to data for the candidate
intensity computed for the intial crack length. materials as listed in the Damage Tolerant Hand-
The stress intensity below which failure is not book. 1  From this simple comparison, the modest
expected at very long times is termed Kth, or the strength 2024-T351 aluminum alloy retains a higher
threshold value. The behavior is, of course, residual strength than the other three materials
critically dependent upon the material, its thick- for all cracks more than 10 mm (0.4 inch) long.
ness, grain direction, the corrodent, and the Further, at a given strength level, the tolerable
temperature. Flaws are generally expected in weld crack is much longer in this material than in the
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others. The contrast is even more striking if preclude failure. 2 9 Third, and least reliably, the
the panels were designed to have equal unflawed life to failure may be predicted by integrating the
strengths (not shown), but, of course, the alumi- rate of propagation over the time of exposure at
num alloy panels would have been considerably appropriate stress levels and environments. Usually
heavier than the others. For the monolithic struc- this last application is least likely to be useful
ture considered here, residual strength is reduced for aircraft design because the total exposure is
below 50% of the original tensile strength for the not known or defined to the precision desired.
steel when the crack is only 3 mm (0.1 inch) long. Further, the accumulation of the requisite data
This fact alone should warn against the use of such would be prohibitively expensive. Under the best
highly sensitive materials unless inspections are of circumstances an integration over many years of
frequent and sensitive enough to detect very small service should be regarded with suspicion.
damage.

For pressure vessels on spacecraft, the stress
Crack Propagation Resistance. The choice of and corrosive environments are more likely to be

material might also be made on the basis of crack well defined. However, the required lives of space-
propagation resistance. Elber and Davidson 2 8 have craft can only be met if their pressure vessels are
developed the three-dimensional diagram in Fig. 11 designed not to exceed the threshold stress inten-
to illustrate the logic that should be used. The sity for the worst flaw possible in the vessel. No
coordinates of the figure are stress-to-density consideration of rate of growth and life is needed.
ratio, number of load cycles per inspection inter-
val, and initial crack length (inspection sensi- Fracture Behavior in Built-Up Structure. Many
tivity). The qurface in the figure is the locus structural components are built up of many parts
of stresses that will lead to failure within the that share the applied loadings. The forces in
inspection interval for each initial crack length. these parts are redistributed as a crack progresses
For this example, the equation of the surface was through the structure. This redistribution can have
derived from the relation a profound effect on the rate of crack propagation

and on the residual strength. Thus, an analysis of
d n stresses in redundant members such as fuselage ringsdN= () and stringers in wing panels can be a powerful tool

dN (C in designing crack resistant structures.

where The curves of Fig. 12 illustrate the results

da of one such analysis.30 The stress intensity,
dTa is the rate of fatigue crack propagation normalized by the applied stress is shown as a

function of crack length for an unstiffened or
AK is the range in the stress intensity for monolithic panel and for a stiffened panel. The

the applied loading stiffened panel had 50% of its total cross-sectional

area in stringers spaced 102 mm (4 inches) apart and
C and n are material constants character- the stringers were fastened to the sheet with rivets

izing crack growth resistance spaced 25 mm (1 inch) apart. The stress intensities

are equal in the two panels for very short cracks,
The surface intersects the left-hand vertical but are much lower for long cracks in the stiffened

plane along the residual static strength curves panel. The stress intensity dips sharply each time
just discussed and has been blended to intersect the crack grows past a stringer.
the right-hand vertical plane along the familiar
S-N curve characterizing fatigue failure of an These large effects on stress intensity cause
unflawed part. dramatic differences in life to propagate a crack

from some initial size to failure of the sheet.
The surfaces for the 2024-T351 aluminum alloy The solid curves in Fig. 13 show the life to be an

and the Ti-6AI-4V titanium alloy from the previous order of magnitude longer for the stiffened panel.*
discussion are shown only in those regions where In addition, the curves indicate the stiffened panel
the displayed material can carry the higher repeated would survive thousands of flights after the crack
stress. For the other two materials of the previous has traversed two stringer spacings on each side of
example, the surfaces lie below those shown through- its origin. Such behavior is very reassuring to an
out the range. In this comparison, the titanium operator and is responsible for the fact that many
alloy structure could be made lighter than the so-called fail-safe structures have survived with
other three if modest sized cracks are under rather long cracks. On the other hand, monolithic
consideration. structures have critical crack lengths very much

smaller.
Stress Corrosion Cracking. The best way to

obviate stress corrosion failures is to prevent The dashed curve in Fig. 13 illustrates
exposure to the aggressive environment through behavior when the center stringer is broken. 3 1

special coatings, paints, or bladders. However, Even for this case, the panel with the broken
results such as those shown can have several other stringer retains a life of thousands of flights,
applications. First, and most importantly, the and approaches the behavior of the panel with all
relative compatibility of a given material and an stringers intact for cracks exceeding one or two
environment can be assessed and appropriately bays. The essentially horizontal initial portion
resistant materials selected. One needs only to
compare the Kth values for this purpose. Second,
the design stress level may be adjusted to preclude *These curves were calcualted for a commercial
failure during the expected life of the structure. transport spectrum and a l-g stress of 69 MN/m2
Shotpeening has been successfully used to intro- (10 ksi). The interaction effects discussed in
duce residual compressive stresses and thus to an earlier section were neglected.
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of this curve represents rapid crack growth in the A similar scheme was employed to qualify
sheet because the load in the broken stringer is F-ll1 aircraft after this aircraft suffered a
carried by the sheet. catastrophic fracture. 6 The scheme was adopted

because no other economically feasible scheme was
Because these curves have very steep slopes capable of detecting the small flaws that had to be

for short crack lengths, one may be tempted to found.
assume very short cracks in design. However, such
an assumption must be supported by a nondestructive However, the proof-test of large complex
inspection capability consistent with it. Candid structures can be justified only in extreme cases.
assessments 3 2 , 3 3 indicate that current inspection Granted that large economic benefits can be
procedures are not sufficiently sensitive to take achieved, proof-tests of complete airframes can
advantage of the early part of these curves, rarely be conducted to challenge all parts of a
Unfortunately, currently contemplated criteria structure to the same degree. Further, many parts
encourage designers to consider small initial flaw (particularly in a wing or otler structure loaded
sizes. The natural outcome may well be that mono- in bending) are loaded in compression at levels
lithic structures will be employed to reduce that may well leave residual tension stresses.
drastically the number of potential crack sites Such stresses can aggravate subsequent fatigue and
and little or no tolerance to significant flaws stress corrosion damage accumulation. The requi-
will be provided. Certainly, such structures offer site prediction of life subsequent to the proof-
little protection against battle or accidental test is also subject to many more uncertainties and
damage. Further, an impossibly sensitive in- potential errors than are likely for pressure
service inspection procedure will be required to vessels that must survive only a few cycles.
maintain continued confidence in fleet structures.
An assumption of extremely short crack lengths V. Concluding Remarks
also leads to large errors in life prediction for
modest errors in local stress analysis. Some applications of fracture mechanics in the

design of efficient and safe aerospace structures
Similar analyses may be employed to calculate have been reviewed. The underlying rationale

the residual strength of wide panels containing appears capable of dealing with material selection
cracks. In Fig. 14 the curves show the nominal for residual strength, resistance to fatigue and
stress that must be applied to the panel to cause stress corrosion cracking, the optimum deployment
failure of the sheet (calculated from the fracture of structural parts for best residual strength and
toughness of the material and the stress intensity crack life and the prediction of life under variable
developed in Fig. 12) as a function of the number amplitude loadings. The discipline is developing
of flights flown. The maximum flight stress was rapidly toward providing quantitative predictions
considered to be 138 MN/m 2 (20 ksi), a level for each of these behaviors. However, in many
reached approximately once every 100 flights. The cases the existing knowledge is applicable over
undulations in the curve reflect the reduction in rather limited ranges of practical variables.
stress intensity each time the crack passes a
stiffener. The residual strength of the sheet is Extensions are needed to account for fracture
given by the maximum peak of the curve. For under other than plane-strain conditions and to
practical purposes, the minima in the curve main- provide a practical means for predicting life under
tamn a constant level until the total cross- complex time histories of loadings. Even without
sectional area has been reduced significantly. these extensions, designers should be able to
Although the undulations occur at shorter intervals profit from comparisons of basic behaviors of can-
of life once a stringer fails (dashed curve), the didate materials and structural configurations.
minimum strength is maintained at essentially the Very large improvements in structural behavior are
same level as for the panel with intact stringers, possible by employing redundant structure and con-
A significant margin of strength is retained in trolling the deleterious effects of agressive
the sheet for many flights. In marked contrast, environments with modest weight increases. For
the strength of the monolithic panel was reduced cases where a structure must be protected against
to its critical level at an early stage. Designers failure due to significant flaws, the limiting
and procuring agencies will do well to consider the stress level can be established with reasonable
significant enhancements of safety possible by accuracy.
applying these principles without major weight
penalties. Because the U.S. Air Force is considering a

strong new damage tolerance criterion, research
Proof-Testing activity in this structural discipline is likely

to be accelerated dramatically during the next
Because current nondestructive inspection decade.

techniques are incapable of finding minute flaws
with high reliability, proof-tests have been VI. Acknowledgments
employed to demonstrate flight •orthiness of pres-
surized vessels for spacecraft.9 A vessel passing The author thanks the Honors Committee of
such a test is presumed to contain a flaw just AIAA for inviting him to prepare this lecture, the
smaller than the size that should have caused management of the NASA Langley Research Center for
fracture at the proof-test stre3s level. The supporting him in the preparation of this paper,
vessel is then operated at a somewhat lower stress and the following personnel of the Fracture
chosen to be safe on the basis of other tests of Mechanics Section, Materials Division, for invalu-
the same material, crack size, stress level, and able assistance in writing and criticizing the
operating environment, manuscript - Drs. H. A. Leybold and W. Elber and

Messrs. C. C. Poe, Jr., and J. C. Newman, Jr.
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